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Abstract

This report summarizes our experience in testing high-voltage switches that must have
fmt turn-on, low inductance, and low resistance. Our work was directed at tie
applications, but the information is relevant to any capacitor-discharge circuit where a
high peak current and a rapid rate of increasing current (large dI/dt) are of paramount
importance. This report describes our test techniques and discusses the strengths and
weaknesses of three switch technologies: gas, vacuum, and semiconductors.
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DoD

DOE

MOS

MOSFET
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RLc

SBV

SCR
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TAD2

Nomenclature

current-viewing resistor

Department of Defense

Department of Energy

metal oxide semiconductor

metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor

MOS-controlled thyristor

resistance, inductance, and capacitance

static-breakdown voltage

silicon-controlled rectifier

Trigger Anode-current Delay

Trigger-break to Anode-current Delay

dI/dt rate of change of currerm units of current per unit time

dV/dt rate of change of trigger voltage: units of voltage per unit time



A Comparison of High-Voltage Switches

Introduction

This report summarizes our work on high-voltage switches during the past few years.
With joint funding from the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Department of Defense
(DoD), we tested a wide variety of switches to a common standard. This approach
permitted meaningful comparisons between disparate switches. Most switches were
purchased from commercial sources, though some were experimental devices. For the
purposes of this report, we divided the switches into three generic types (gas, vacu~ and
semiconductor) and selected data that best illustrates important strengths and weaknesses
of each switch type. Test techniques that indicate the state of health of the switches are
emphasized. For example, a good indicator of residual gas in a vacuum switch is the
systematic variation of the switching delay in response to changes in temperature and/or
operating conditions. We believe that the presentation of this kind of information will help
engineers to select and to test switches for their particular applications.

Our work was limited to switches capable of driving slappers. Also known as
exploding-foil initiators,’ slappers are detonators that initiate a secondary explosive by
direct impact with a small piece of matter moving at the detonation velocity (several
thousands of meters per second). A slapper is desirable for enhanced safety (no primary
explosive), but it also places extra demands on the capacitor-discharge circuit to deliver a
fast-rising current pulse (greater than 10 A/ns) of several thousand amperes. The required
energy is substantially less than one joule; but this energy is delivered in less than one
microsecond, taking the peak power into the megawatt regime. In our study, the switches
operated in the 1 kV to 3 kV range and were physically small, roughly 1 cm3 or less.
Although a fuze functions only once in actual use, multiple-shot capability is important for
production testing and for research work. For this reason, we restricted this report to
multiple-shot switches. Furthermore, our work included only switches with
submicrosecond timing precision, thereby excluding mechanical switches.

Switch Testing

Pulse-Life Test

In a pulse-life test, the switch repeatedly discharges a capacitor for a specified
number of shots or until the switch fails. Gas and vacuum switches suffer irreversible
damage with each shot, and it is practical to test them until failure. A semiconductor
switch has no comparable wear-out mechanism, and unless extra stress is applied, it is
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impractical to test a semiconductor switch until failure. There are two types of outright
failures in a pulse-life test no-fire and hold-off. In a no-fire failure, the switch does not
close after receiving the required trigger. In a hold-off failure (also called a prefire), the
switch closes without having received a trigger.

Besides detecting outright failures, the pulse-life test monitors several parameters to
measure switch performance. For example, we monitored the current ptilse by measuring
the rate at which the current is changing (dI/dt), the peak curren~ and the total electrical
charge (integral of the absolute current overtime). By measuring the trigger-break voltage
and the slope of the trigger voltage (dV/dt), we monitored the trigger pulse. And finally,
we monitored the switching delay by measuring the time interval between the trigger pulse
and the current puke. Automated equipment is a necessity for pulse-life testing because
the amount of data is large, and the test of a single switch may span a few days.

Switching delay is an especially sensitive indicator of switch stability. Gas and
vacuum switches, for example, always have measurable timing jitter at 1 ns resolution. The
electric arc slightly alters these switches on each sho~ introducing some inherent
randomness into the switching delay of successive shots. Semiconductor switches, on the
hand, have little timing jitter at 1 ns resolution because they are solid state. Temperature
or unit-to-unit variation will limit the timing accuracy of a semiconductor switch. Figure 1
shows the two delays that were measured in our pulse-life tests. The Trigger Anode-
current Delay (TAD) denotes the time from the start of the trigger puke to the start of the
anode current. TAD2 is the delay from trigger-break to the start of the anode current.
Trigger-break is the abrupt drop of the trigger voltage caused by electrical breakdown
between the trigger pin and the adjacent electrode; trigger-break is applicable only to gas
and vacuum switches. Thus TAD2 is undefined for semiconductor switches because they
have no trigger-break. Gas and vacuum switches usually have a well-defiied trigger-brealq
but there are occasions when the trigger voltage does not abruptly drop, resulting in a
poorly defined TAD2. Some switch manufacturers quote TAD2 as the delay of their
switch. This interpretation can be misleading because, from a system perspective, TAD is
the relevant parameter for measuring timing precision.
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Figure 1. Definition of TAD and TAD2. TAD is the delayfrom the start of the trigger pulse to the
start of the anode current. TAD2 is the delay from trigger-breakto the start of the anode current.
TAD2 is applicable to only vacuum and gas switchesin whichthe trigger voltage abruptlycollapses.

In a pulse-life tes$ the switching delay is measured at a constant rate of fire (typically
a few shots per minute). Under actual-use conditions, the switch is idle from months to
perhaps many years, and then the fuze must work one time. Some vacuum and gas
switches behave differently on the first shot after an extended period of idleness when
compared to repetitive shots taken minutes spa@ we call this afirst-shot ejj6ect.The
statistics of switching delay obtained from pulse-life tests will not accurately represent
actual performance if the switch exhibits a first-shot effect. In any system where switching
delay is a criticalparameter, vacuum and gas switches should be tested for a fiist-shot
effect.

Hold-off and no-fiie failures are infrequent events, and the pulse-life test must
provide a high level of confidence that all true failures are detected and that all detected
failures are true. At a minimum during a pulse-life test, we operated two digitizing scopes.
The trigger source of scope-1 was the switch-trigger signal, and the trigger source of
scope-2 was the anode-current signal. The primary purpose of scope-2 was to detect hold-
off failures. Scope-1 was the normal data acquisition digitizer, and it captured the anode-
current and the trigger pulse for each normal shot. If scope-1 showed no anode-current
pulse and scope-2 did not trigger, a true no-fue failure would be confirmed. If scope-1
showed no anode-current pulse, but a normal current pulse triggered scope-2, a long delay
would be confirmed. Presumably, the current pulse occurred after the sweep of scope-1.
In a true hold-off failure, scope-2 must trigger, and there must be no trigger voltage prior
to the discharge current pulse. Scope-1 mayor may not trigger, depending on how much
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signal is coupled from the discharge current pulse to the trigger pin. This type of setup is
essential for vacuum and gas switches that occasionally experience isolated failures or very
long delays.

Switching-Performance Test

We compared the turn-on characteristics of the switches by fiig them in the same
low-impedance R.LCcircuit (see Figure 2). The rationale for using a low-impedance
circuit was to maximize the effect of the switch i.e., the inductance and resistance of the
circuit (excluding the switch) should be as small as possible compared to the switch. As a
consequence,

Figure 2.

the discharge current will depend more on the switch than the test circuit.

Low-impedance Test Circuit. This photographshowsthe RLC circuitthat was
used to compare switchingperformance.The 5 mfl current-viewingresistor(CVR), the
vertical cylindricobject, is connected by a striplineto the 0.2 pF low-inductancecapacitor. In
the absence of a switch,the total circuit inductanceis 3.6 nH (+10%), and the total resistance
is 20 mtll (+509!.). In this photograph,the switch,an N-MCT semiconductor,is located
between the CVR and the capacitor.

The performance of a switch is determined by three parameters: inductance, turn-on
speed, and resistance. We determined switch inductance by measuring the difference in the
ring period with and without the switch in the test circuit. A few switches with high
resistance did not ring, and their inductance could not be measured by this technique. The
switch inductance depends in part on how the switch is physically mounted in the test
circuit In our tests, we mounted the switches in a manner to minimize the inductance.
Other mounting configurations may add more inductance than what is quoted in this
report.

To measure the resistance of the switch, the voltage waveform must be corrected for
stray inductance. For some switches, the voltage probe leads can be placed at positions
where the stray inductance is negligible. In the typical switch, it is not possible to avoid
some stray inductance, and the zero-current and zero-voltage crossings do not match (see
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Figure 3). The other complication is that the voltage probe compensation is not perfect,
and there is uncertainty about the zero-volt baseline. We used an argument based on
internal consistency to find the stray inductance. At each of the first two zero-current
points, we calculate the stray inductances (LI and L2) by dividing the voltage by dI/dt. In
generaI, L1 and L2 are not equal, but shifting the zero-volt baseIine can equalize L1 and
L2. Imperfect voltage-probe compensation justiiles shifting the zero-volt baseline. The
stray inductance is taken to be the equalized value of L 1 and L2. The voltage waveform is
now corrected by subtracting the voltage drop across the stray inductance. The zero-
crossings of the current and corrected voltage waveforms will match (see Figure 4), and
the resistance as a function of time is determined by dividing the corrected voltage by the
current (see Figure 5).

arm

-Icm o la) m 3CKI m em 600 7CYJ
tlfns(ns)

Figure 3. Voltage and Current Phase Shift. If the voltage across the switch includes
appreciable stray inductance, there isa noticeablephase shiftbetween the current and voltage
waveforms. In this example, the stray inductanceamountedto 0.7 nH. The voltage at a zero-
current crossingequals the productof dl/dt and stray inductance.
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by noise in the current waveform.
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Gas Switches

Conceptually, a gas switch is a very simple device. Two electrodes, an anode and a
cathode, are separated by a gap composed of neutral gas molecules or atoms. Initially, the
gap is an excellent insulator. When the electrodes are biased at a large vokage, the electric
field in the gap is large and if a stimulus generates enough free electrons, it triggers an
electron avalanche that rapidly transforms the neutral gas into electrically conductive
plasma. A large amount of research on electron avalanche in gases has been done? but
published work on the practical aspects of designing gas switches for fuze applications is
limited. One good reference is a report by Williams3 on the detailed design of triggered
spark gaps.

The earliest gas switches were two-terminal open-air gaps that were triggered by
increasing the voltage until breakdown occurred. As an example, Heinrich R. Hertz, the
first to demonstrate radio waves in 1888, used open-air spark-gap switches in his
pioneering experiments. To be practical for fuze applications, the switch must operate in a
variety of environments, and it must activate at a precise time on command. In lieu of the
early two-terminal open-air gap, the typical gas switch of today is a three-terminal device
(anode, cathode, and trigger) with the gas sealed inside a hermetic envelope. Figure 6
shows a generic triggered gas switch tube. A high-voltage trigger pulse breaks down the
small gap between the trigger pin and the adjacent electrode, and in turn, the free electrons
generated by the trigger pulse cause the main anode-cathode gap to break down.

Opposite electrode

m

Ceramic
\

Adjacent electrode
Insulator

Trigger pin

Figure 6. Gas Switch. The typical gas switchis a sealed three-terminal device that is filled
with gas. A high-voltagepulse between the trigger pin and the adjacent electrode initiates
switchturn-on. The gas switch can operate in one of four modes defined by the polarityof the
trigger relativeto the adjacent electrode and the polarityof the oppositeelectrode relative to
the adjacent electrode.

Much of the scientific literature on the electrical breakdown of gas gaps is not
directly relevant to the design of gas switches. In a typical investigation, the electrodes are
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frequently reconditioned to prevent electrode-erosion effects from confounding the
experiment. Furthermore, the gas is continuously replenished and maintained at constant
pressure. This environment provides stable conditions for studying gas gap breakdown,
but it does not provide a good simulation of a permanently sealed gas switch. Many
irreversible changes occur that limit the operating life of a sealed gas switch. For example,
some interactions scavenge the gas, leading to lower static-breakdown voltages. On the
other hand, opposing processes, such as hea~ may release gas. In addition, the electric arc
erodes the electrodes and sputters the metal throughout the tube. The sealed gas switch
tube is a dynamic device whose characteristics are changing as the switch fires. Some
parameters change in a predictable manner, but other changes are chaotic and Iess
predictable.

Paschen’s law states that the breakdown voltage of a gas gap is invariant if the
product of the gas pressure and the gap spacing is constant (denoted by pd where p =
pressure and d = gap spacing). The breakdown voltage of a gas gap is characterized by the
Paschen curve that plots breakdown voltage versus the product of gas pressure and gap
spacing (see Figure 7). A gas switch is to the right of the Paschen minimum, For small
values of pd well to the left of the Paschen minimum (the regime of vacuum switches),
Paschen’s law is no longer applicable! At very low pressures, the breakdown voltage of
the gap is independent of gas pressure and is determined by gap spacing, electrode-surface
finish electrode material, etc. When contaminants are present (e.g., inclusions of foreign
material in the electrode), the electric arc may release small amounts of gas. l.na gas
switch, this is inconsequential. The additional amount of gas is small compared to the
original amount of gas, and the additional gas only drives the switch away from the
Paschen minimum. In a vacuum switch, the released gas will be more noticeable.
Measured as a fraction of gas originally presen~ the amount of released gas maybe large.
The most serious consequence is a lower breakdown voltage because a gas release drives
a vacuum switch toward the Paschen minimum. For these reasons, the design and
fabrication of a good vacuum switch is technically more challenging than that of a gas
switch. Purity of materials and contamination of parts are problems that have more serious
consequences in a vacuum switch than in a gas switch.

16
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Figure 7. Relationship of Gas and Vacuum Switches. Gas switchesoperate on a Paschen curve to
the high-pressureside of the Paschen minimum. Vacuum switchesoperate at very low pressures
where Paschen’s law is not applicable. If trapped gas is released, a vacuum switch is driven toward the
Paschen minimum, but a gas switch isdriven away. If gas is removed by the scavenging action of the
electric arc, the static-breakdownvoltage of a gas switchdecreases.

First-Shot Effect

The static-breakdown voltage (SBV) is a critical parameter for any gas switch tube.
If the current pulse passing through the gap is small, the SBV of a well-designed gap
remains constant to within a few percent for many thousands of breakdown cycles.
Figure 8 shows 500 SBV measurements of a low-cost gas gap (CG3-1.5L rated at 1.5 kV
breakdown and manufactured by CP Clare). Except for the first sho~ all measurements
were repeatable to within 2%. In this test, we applied an increasing voltage (about 4 V/s)
across the gas gap and a 180 pF capacitor. When the voltage ramp reached breakdown,
the gap suddenly discharged the capacitor, generating a small current pulse (6 A peak
current and 100 ns long). The gap broke down about once per minute during this test. If
the energy of the-arc is sufficiently small, the gas gap will suffer no appreciable damage,
and the SBV will be stable.
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Figure8. SBVStability at Low-Curreti Pulse. Atlow-current pulse, thestatic-breakdown voltage
of a gas gap maybe very stable (a few percent) over thousands of cycles. In this example, the gas
gap discharged a 180 pF capacitor at breakdown, producinga peak current of 6 A. The vottage ramp
was very slow, about 4 VIS.

After an extended period of inactivity, the first breakdown voltage is often higher
than subsequent breakdown voltages that are separated by minutes. The precise underlying
physical mechanisms of this “fiist-shot effect” are not well understood. Some
manufacturers place a radioactive element inside their gas gaps to reduce the first-shot
effect and to help stabilize the SBV. In many cases, the first-shot effect is not detrimental
because it improves immunity against hold-off failures. Possible exceptions include
applications where accurate timing is crucial. To investigate the magnitude and the
prevalence of the fwst-shot effect, we made 50 SBV measurements for each of 20 new
CG3-1.5L gas gaps. In Figure 9, we plot the SBV of the first shot and the average of 50
repeated SBV measurements. In 18 out of 20 gaps, the highest SBV corresponded to the
first sho~ but the magnitude of the first-shot effect varied ffom negligible to 40%; that is,
the fust-shot SBV was 40% larger than the average SBV.
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Figure 9. First-Shot Effect in a Gas Overvoltage Gap. in 18 out of 20 gaps, the highest SBV
(in a run of 50 measurements) correspondedto the first shot. In some unitsthis first-shoteffect
was substantial, but in others it was insignificant.Units 10 and 13 did not exhibn a first-shot
effect. The gaps were CG3-1 .5L gas gaps made by CP Clare with a nominal 1.5 kV breakdown
voltage.

Degradation of the SBV

At current levels of thousands of amperes, the electric arc significantly alters the
SBV. In some switches, a small amount of gas is removed with each shot and the SBV
decreases as the number of shots increases. We monitored the SBV degradation of two
CG3-1.5L gas gaps fued in two different capacitor-discharge circuits: the fwst was a
0.2 pF over-damped circuit producing a 2 kA nonringing current pulse, and the second
was a 0.4@ under-damped circuit producing a 6 kA ringing current pulse. On a per-shot
basis, the total charge passing through the gap in the 0.4 pF circuit is about 12 times
greater than in the 0.2 pF circuit. To compare SBV degradation in the two circuits, we
plotted SBV versus the accumulated charge flow as opposed to SBV versus the number of
shots. The results are shown in Figure 10. For the same amount of accumulative charge
flow, the SBV deteriorates more rapidly with fewer shots at higher currents than more
shots at lower current.
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Figure 10. SBV Degradation at High-Current Pulse. Wtih peak currents in the kiloampere
range, the SBV of the gas gap decreases as a resultof the gas-removal action of the electric arc.
One gap discharged a 0.4 pF capacitor in an underdampedcircuit (ringingcurrent of 6 kA at
1300 V). The other gap dischargeda 0.2 IJFcapacitor in an overdamped circuit (nonringingcurrent
of 2 kA at 1300 V). For a single shot at the same voltage, the total charge passingthrough the gap
in the 0.4 IJFcircuitwas about 12 times greater than in the 0.2 pF circuit.

The degradation of the SBV depends on the type of gas inside the tube. Using the
same test circuit we fired two triggered spark gaps (GP-466 manufactured by EG&G):
one filled with nitrogen and the other fried with xenon. In both cases, the peak current
was in the 8 kA to 9 kA range, and the circuit was underdamped, producing a ringing
waveform. Figure 11 shows the SBV for the fiist 1200 shots. The SBV of the nitrogen-
filled switch decreased steadily. The SBV of the xenon-fiiled switch did not decrease, but
it did become more erratic. Xenon is an inert noble gas and, in comparison to nitrogen, is
less readily removed by the electric arc.
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Figure 11. SBV Degradation and Gas Fill. The gas fill affectsthe SBV of a gas switch subjected to
repeated discharges. In this example, a nitrogen-filledswitchand a xenon-filledswitchdischarged a
0.4 pF capacitor, producingan 8 kA to 9 kA peak current.The SBV of the nitrogenswitch steadily
decreased, but the SBV of the xenon tube remained nearly constant.

The degradation of the SBV is often more erratic than shown in Figure 10. In place
of a smoothly decreasing function, there maybe discontinuities where the SBV suddenly
drops. The most disturbing event is the single isolated shot with sharply lower SBV
among other data points that otherwise indicate a slowly decreasing SBV. In Figure 12 we
show the SBV of a 3 kV gap (CG3-3.OL made by CP Clare) discharging a 0.4 pF
capacitor at 15 kA peak current. These isolated SBV anomalies are troublesome because
they would cause a hold-off failure if the SBV dropped below the operating voltage.
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Figure 12. isolated-SBV Anomaly. Rather than exhibting a smoothgradual decrease, the SBV may
drop very suddenly. A CP Clare overvoltagegap dischargeda 0.4 IJFcapacitor, producinga 15 kA
peak current. On shot 13, the SBV droppad well below nearby shots.

The scavenging of gas is reversible to a limited extent. The trapped gas is partially
released by heating the switch to a high temperature. To illustrate this and the first-shot
effect, we measured the SBV of a CG3- 1.5L gap as before except that we interrupted the
normal test sequence to either heat the gap or to let the gap remain idle for an extended
period of time. The results are shown in Figure 13 where heating and idleness appreciably
altered the SBV. The fiist-shot effect is probably related to gases adsorbed on the surface
of the electrodes that are released after a single shot. Conversely, heating the switch
releases enough gas that it takes several shots for this gas to be removed.
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Figure 13. Gas Release by Heating. The steady decline of the SBV caused by ga
partiallyreversed by heatingthe switchand releasinggas. We interruptedthe norm
after shots 50 and 250 to heat the gap. Afterthe gap cooled back to room temperatl
the SBV test. The heating produced discontinuitiesin the otherwise steadily decrea:
shot effect is also apparent, but it alters the SBV for only a single shot.

Operating Voltage Range

The voltage range of a gas switch is much more limited than the VOI
vacuum switch, The SBV is an absolute upper limit and in practice, gas !
no higher than 80 to 90 percent of the SBV. Three considerations determ
operating voltage: (1) allowance for unit-to-unit variations of SBV, (2) d
SBV degradation over the required shot life, and (3) reliability against ho
the other extreme, timing jitter and reliability against no-fire failures dicti
operating voltage. Timing jitter rapidly increases as the operating voltage
50% of the SBV, and eventually no-fiie failures occur.

To illustrate the relationship between timing jitter and operating VOI
gas switch 270 times as the voltage repeatedly cycled from 700 V (40%
1500 V (86% of SBV) in 100 V increments. The corresponding peak cu
1900 A to 4800 A. Figure 14 is a scatter diagram of the trigger-break to
delay at the nine operating voltages. Below 1000 V (57% of SBV), thes
increases rapidly. However, from a systems perspective, the relevant delt
trigger to anode-current delay, and if it is plotted in the same fashion (set
increased timing jitter at lower voltages is not nearly as dramatic. The cal
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clearer if we plot the trigger-break voltage versus operating voltage, as shown in
Figure 16. Note that the large scatter of trigger-break voltage tends to dominate TAD.
The cause for this high variability is not known.
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Figure 14. TAD2 and Operating Voltage. The instabilityof TAD2 increases substantiallyas the
operating voltage drops below 50?! of the SBV. The test switchwas a GP466 triggered gas switch
made by EG&G with an 1800 V SBV when new.
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Figure 15. TAD and Operating Voltage. In contrastto TAD2, the scatter of TAD is nearly
independent of operatingvoltag~. Exceptfor 700 V, the variance of TAD is more dependent on a
highly variable trigger-breakvoltage than on the variabilityof TAD2.
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Figure 16. Trigger-Break Variability. The trigger-break voltage had a large amount of scatter
independent of the operatingvoltage, roughly1000 V to 2500 V. With a trigger-ramp rate of
15 V/ns, the variable trigger-breakvoltage will contribute 100 ns of timing jitter.
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Triggering Mode

Gas switches can operate in four modes that are determined by the polarity of the
trigger with respect to the adjacent electrode and the polarity of the adjacent electrode
with respect to the opposite electrode. We took a GP466 nitrogen switch and fired it in all
four modes, taking twenty shots in each mode for a total of 80 shots. The most distinctive
difference between the modes is provided by TAD2 (see Figure 17). The two modes in
which the trigger pin is driven in a polarity counter to the opposite electrode produce the
shortest TAD2. However, the total delay, TAD, is nearly 10 times larger than TAD% and
the erratic trigger-break voltage dominated the TAD variability. Thus, the TAD jitter is
nearly independent of operating mode (see Figure 18).
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Figure 17. TAD2 and Operating Mode. TAD2 is dependent on the operating mode. In this test, there
were twenty shots at each mode. The switchwas a nitrogen-filledtube with an SBV of 1800 V. The
switch operated at 1400 V discharging a 0.2 IJFcapacitor, producinga 4.6 kA peak current.
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Figure 18. TAD and Operating Mode. The TAD variance is nearly independentof the operating
mode. The variabilityof the trigger-break voltage effectsTAD more than the variabilityof TAD2. This
data comes from the same test as in Figure 17.

Switch Aging

Besides the decline of the SBV, gas switches may exhibit other aging effects. In
Figure 19, TAD and TAD2 are plotted against shot number for the first 500 shots of a
nitrogen-filled switch. Note that TAD2 is relatively stable, but TAD shifts from210 ns to
150 ns at about shot 150. The decrease in TAD is associated with a decrease of the
trigger-break. Also note that the timing jitter decreases past shot 200. It is common for
gas and vacuum switches to exhibit various sorts of aging behavior. In some cases, a
switch may be intentionally fired some number of shots at the factory in an effort to
improve switch performance.
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Figure 19. Aging of a Gas Switch. As a gas switchoperates, the electric arc irreversiblyalters
the switch with each shot, and the switch changes as more shots accumulate. In this example, a
new nitrogen-filledswitch discharged a 0.2 IJFcapacitorat 1000 V, producinga 3 kA peak current.
The TAD suddenlydecreased around shot 150 when the trigger-breakvoltage dropped.

Hybrid Switch

Most gas switches are three-terminal devices, but a low-cost two-terminal over-
voltage gap can also function as a switch. We developed a method to overvoltage a gas
gap using a diode-hence the name hybrid (gas and semiconductor [see Figure 20]). The
hybrid switch preserved the timing accuracy of a three-terminal gas switch, and it also
consisted of two low-cost parts (a few dollars): a two-terminal gas gap and a diode. The
basic idea is that the trigger voltage initially places the diode under reverse bias. The
polarities are such that the trigger voltage and the main capacitor voltage are additive, and
their sum appears across the gas gap. At some point, the gas gap breaks down, and the
diode suddenly becomes forward-biased by the main capacitor, resulting in a large current
pulse. The disadvantage of the hybrid switch is that the main discharge current must pass
through a gas gap and a diode, thereby increasing resistance and inductance.
Consequently, the performance of the hybrid switch suffers in comparison to other gas
switches. Nevertheless, the hybrid switch can provide stable performance over many
hundreds of shots with low timing jitter (see Figure 21).
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Pigure 20. Hybrid Switch. The hybridswitchconsistsof a gas overvoltagegap and a diode.
Priorto the trigger pulse, the gap holdsoff the main capacitorbias voltage, V.. As the trigger-
pulse voltage increases, the voltage acrossthe gap increases,equalingV.+ V,. Eventually the
gas gap suffers electrical breakdown and places the diode underforward bias, discharging the
main capacitor.
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Figure 21. Hybrid Switch Pulse-Life Test. This hybridswitchconsistedof a low-cost transient
suppressor (CG3-1 .5L from CP Clare) and a low-costdiode (MR760 from Motorola). The switch
operated in a low-impedance discharge circuitwith a 0.2 pf capacitorcharged to 1000 V.
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Vacuum Switches

In vacuum switches, the gas pressure is so low that the mean-free path of an electron
greatly exceeds the anode-cathode separation, precluding electron avalanche in the
residual gas. In a high-quality vacuum switch, the amount of residual gas is too small to
affect switch behavior throughout the design-life of the switch. Not only must the initial
vacuum be good, but there also must be no significant gas release under the stimulus of
the electric arc. High-quality vacuum is not easily achieved and requires careful material
selection and meticulous assembly techniques.GIn some cases, commercially available
vacuum switches fall short and contain significant amounts of residual gas. The amount of
gas in these switches will change, depending on the balance between gas-release and gas-
scavenging processes. Excessive residual gas is most readily detected by looking for TAD
changes in response to temperature variations.

The structureof a vacuum switch (see Figure 22) k very similar to that of a gas
switch except for the trigger mechanism. In a gas switch, a high-voltage trigger pulse
breaks down the small gas gap between the trigger pin and the adjacent electrode. In most
vacuum switches, a carbon film comects the trigger pin and the adjacent electrode,
replacing the gas gap. The trigger pulse produces surface breakdown on the carbon film,
generating a small amount of plasma. Eventually, the plasma fiis the main cathode-anode
gap and thereby closes the switch. Typically, a wet-carbon process, either hand-painted or
sprayed, forms the carbon fii. The durability of this carbon film, however, has created
reliability problems. Carbon vapor deposition has recently been shown to be a superior
technique.>

Ceramic \ Cathode
Insulator \

Trigger pin

Figure 22. Vacuum Switch. This is a diagram of a generic vacuum switch. Most vacuum
switches containcarbon film, but some designs avoid carbon. Carbon-free switches are
triggered by electricalbreakdown across a narrowgap. The adjacent electrode is usuallythe
cathode because less trigger energy is requiredthan ifthe adjacent electrode were the anode,
Despite their name, vacuum switches often containnoticeableamounts of residual gas.
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First-Shot Effect in a Vacuum Switch

Vacuum switches may exhibit a first-shot effect that manifests as an excessively large
TAD on the first shot after an extended period of idleness. The underlying mechanism is
not certain, but we speculate that residual gas is slowly adsorbed during extended periods
of idleness. This adsorption reduces the amount of residual gas and increases the TAD.
The electric arc of the fiist shot releases the adsorbed gas, and the TAD shifts to a lower
value that is consistent with more residual gas.

To illustrate the fwst-shot effect, we fued an experimental vacuum switch (5 kV and
8 kA peak current) and measured the delay of ten-shot runs with various periods of
idleness between runs (see Figure 23). The most pronounced first-shot effect was
observed on the very fust shot. Although the time interval between manufacture of the
experimental vacuum switch and this first shot was not precisely known, it was probably a
few months. The first-shot effect also resulted in a lower curren~ but the decrease was
modest, perhaps 5 percent. For the switch shown in Figure 23, the fust-shot effect could
be eliminated by decreasing the anode-cathode spacing or by altering the position of the
trigger pin. When a vacuum switch is being evaluated for the f~st-shot effec~ it must not
be subjected to high temperatures (e.g., soldering the switch into the test circuit)
immediately before the first firing. Heating may release gas, possibly reducing or even
eliminating the fwst-shot effect. In any application where switching delay is a critical
specification, the vacuum switch must be tested for a first-shot effect.
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Figure 23. First-Shot Effect in Vacuum Switches. In some vacuum switches, a first-shot effect is
an excessively long switchingdelay. We fired the new vacuum switchin a 0.2 I.IFcircuitat 5 kV,
producing an 8 kA current pulse. The first-shoteffect on shot 1 was quite pronounced.The switch
had probably been idlefor a few monthsat this point. After 24 hours,the first-shoteffect returned,
but the magnitude was modest.
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Low-Temperature and Switch Contamination

If a condensable gas contaminates a vacuum switch tube, the TAD and current may
exhibit large perturbations at low temperatures. The TAD of a vacuum switch is normally
unaffected by temperature changes (see Figure 24). In a contaminated switch, the TAD at
-60°C is six times longer (see Figure 25), and the peak current is 30% less than at room
temperature (see Figure 26). We presume that a contaminant gas, perhaps water vapor,
condenses on the carbon-trigger gap at low temperatures and seriously impairs plasma
generation.
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Figure 24. TAD in Uncontaminated Switch. The TAD in a highquality vacuum switch is invariant
with respect to temperature. This vacuum switchdischargeda 0.2 I.JFcapacitor,which was charged
to 1 kV. From -60°C to +1OO”C,there was no discerniblechange inthe TAD.
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Figure 25. TAD in Contaminated Switch. The TAD in a contaminated vacuum switch may exhibit
large perturbationsat low temperature. In this case, we suspectthat a gas that condenses at low
temperatures contaminatesthe switch.
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Figure 26. Peak Current in Contaminated Switch. The peak current is also vulnerable to large
perturbations in a contaminated switch.From the same test as Figure 25, this vacuum switch suffered
a 30?/0decrease of current at low temperature.
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TAD Stability and Residual Gas

If the amount of residual gas fluctuates, the stability of the trigger-to-anode delay
will suffer. A switch that is subjected to repeated fiigs is a dynamic device. Some
changes, such as electrode erosion, are irreversible and accumulative; but other changes,
such as residual gas, are partially reversible, and a repeatable pattern of behavior can be
discerned. The amount of residual gas changes in response to temperature and to the
intensity of the electric arc. For example, heat releases trapped gas and shortens the TAD.
On the other hand, the electric arc may both release and remove gas. If one repeatedly
fires a switch under the same conditions, the switch eventually reaches a point of
equilibrium where gas release balances gas removal, and the TAD becomes stable. If
conditions suddenly change, the residual gas is no longer in equilibnuw and the TAD will
shift as the residual gas pressure changes. For example, increased current tends to release
more gas and shift the equilibrium point toward shorter delay. If an application requires
accurate timing, delay shifts caused by fluctuations of the residual gas pressure should be
evaluated.

Figure 27 is an example of an unstable switch that shows clear evidence of residual
gas. Prior to shot number 1, the switch had already been fired 170 times and had reached
stability at 5 kV. At shot31, we decreased the operating voltage to 3 kV, which caused
TAD2 to gradually increase throughout the next 100 shots until it was five ties its
former value. We reset the voltageto5kVonshot131, and TAD2 remained unchanged.
However, TAD2 abruptly decreased on shot 132, and it stayed low during the remainder
of the 20-shot run at 5 kV. Continuing with the experiment, we dropped the voltage back
to3kVonshot151 for a 40-shot run, effectively removing residual gas. After shot 190,
we heated the switch by touching the anode and cathode with a hot soldering iron. After
the switch returned to room temperature, we resumed the test at 3 kV, and TAD2
dropped abruptly on shot 191. It appears that either heat or higher peak current will
quickly release trapped gas. Alternately, it requkes many shots at reduced peak current to
scavenge the same amount of gas.
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Figure 27. Residual Gas and Delay instability. Residualgas may reduce the stabilityof the
vacuum switch. Gas may be released or removedwhen the operatingvoltagechanges to higher or
lower levels. Also, heating the switch may release gas. Having reached a stable TAD2 at 5 kV, the
operating voltage was lowered to 3 kV on shot 31. TAD2 gradually increasedfor the next 100 shots
at 3 kV. On shot 131, the voltage was broughtback to 5 kV. Note that the delay for shot 131
remained unchanged; but on the next shot,the delay suddenlydropped, returningto its former
value for 5 kV operation. The sudden decrease of TAD2 on shot 191 demonstratesthat heating can
also release gas.

The initial turn-on characteristics of the current waveform provide more evidence of
residual gas. We fired a switch 180 times at 500 V (700A peak current), expecting TAD
to increase as the residual gas decreased (see Figure 28). On shot 181, we increased the
voltage to 5 kV, beginning a ten-shot run. The delay remained long on shot 181, but shot
182 had a dramatically shorter delay (see Figure 29). In addition to delay time, the current
waveforms differ substantially. The start of the current pulse on shot 181 is erratic and
indicative of a higher vacuum. The smooth but abrupt turn-on of shot 182 is indicative of
residual gas.
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Figure 28. Gas Removal. Gas is continuallyremovedfor 180 shots by firing a vacuum
switch at 700 V in a 0.2 I.JFoverdamped circuit(700A peak current). On shot 181, the
voltage increased to 5000 V, and the intenseelectricarc (8000A peak current) released the
trapped gas with this single shot. On shot 182, TAD was restoredto its value at the stactof
the test.
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Figure 29. Residual Gas and Current Pulse Shape. The initialturn-on of the current pulse
is dependent on the amount of residualgas. This graph shows shots 181 and 182
referenced in Figure 28. Shot 181, correspondingto littleresidualgas, has a rather erratic
initial turn-on. Shot 182, with gas released by the previousshot, is very smooth. The two
trigger pulses are nearly identical;for clarity,onlythe trigger pulsefor shot 181 is shown.
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Early Isolated Hold-Off Failures

One of the most vexing issues surrounding vacuum switches is the early isolated
hold-off failure. This type of failure is rare, with no precursory warning. The failure occurs
well before the expected life of the switch and occurs only one time. And following the
failure, the switch functions normally for hundreds or perhaps thousands of cycles.
Interestingly, the cause of the failure is destroyed by the electric discharge that is
generated by the failure.

To investigate these isolated hold-off failures, we modified the normal pulse-life test
to measure the leakage current after each shot. We hoped that an anomalous leakage
current might presage a failure and allow us to study the cause. Out of a dozen
commercial switches, we found one instance of an isolated hold-off failure. This switch
discharged a 0.2 pF capacitor charged to 3000 V and produced a 7500 A current pulse.
This switch suffered one hold-off failure after shot 13, but it then operated flawlessly out
to 538 shots. At this point, the switch suffered three closely spaced hold-off failures, and
we terminated the test. Figure 30 shows the TAD and the leakage current for the fiist 100
shots. We measured the leakage current at 3000 V bias with a 100 MCI current-limiting
resistor. Nothing unusual was observed, either before or after the hold-off failure; and this
early isolated hold-off failure remains enigmatic.
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Figure 30. Isolated Hold-OffFailure on Shot 14. We measured the leakage current after each shot
in an attempt to better understand isolated hold-offfailures.This vacuum switch suffered a hold-off
failure on shot 14, and then continuedto operate with no more problems for over 500 shots. TAD and
leakage current were normal immediatelybefore and afterthe failure.

There are two leading explanations of vacuum breakdown: microprotrusions and
microparticles.7 According to the first explanation, a microprotrusion enhances the
electric field, and the increased field emission heats the rnicroprotrusion to a point of
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insuibility, forming a microplasma. By the second explanation, loosely adhering
rnicroparticles are accelerated across the anode-cathode gap and on impact vaporize,
producing a microplasma. In both explanations, the microplasma is the “seed” that
eventually results in vacuum breakdown. The absence of an increased leakage current
prior to the hold-off failure favors the microparticles explanation, which is also consistent
with single failures since the microparticles are destroyed by the failure.

Gap Erosion and Metal Deposition

The electric arc can simultaneously erode material from one region while it deposits
material in another region. This is a very dynamic process where erosion or deposition
may dominate, depending on the operating conditions. The greatest impact is on the
trigger gap where plasma is first produced. Erosion can widen the gap, increasing trigger-
break voltage; or deposition can narrow the gap, decreasing trigger-break voltage. This
process is most readily apparent in a carbon-free switch that is triggered by breaking down
a small gap spanned by a ceramic insulator (see Figure 31). Low-current pulses favor
metal deposition in the trigger gap (decreasing the trigger-break voltage), and high-current
pulses favor gap erosion (increasing the trigger-break voltage). The dynamic interplay
between erosion and deposition of material within the trigger gap is responsible for many
of the aging affects that are seen in vacuum switches.
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Figure 31. Erosion and Deposition. Electricalbreakdown of a small gap was the trigger mechanism
for this vacuum switch. Depending on operatingconditions,this gap could be widened through erosion,
or it could be narrowed throughdepositionof metal. This graph illustratesthat at low currents sputtering
dominates and the trigger-break voltage droppedto 2 kV. At high currents, erosion dominates, and the
trigger-break voltage increasedto 4.5 kV.
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Semiconductor Switches

The semiconductor industry has made great strides in recent yearw and one new
device, the metal oxide semiconductor (MOS)-controlled thyristor (MCT)~ has
performance that equals the best vacuum switches in capacitor-discharge circuits. The
replacement of gas or vacuum switches by a semiconductor switch offers several benefits:
much-improved stability, greater reliability, lower cost, and simpler triggering. For all
practical purposes, a semiconductor switch is unchanged from shot to sho~ and the
current pulses exhibit a high degree of repeatability that cannot be achieved with gas or
vacuum switches. By itself, this high stabfity provides only limited benefit$ but the
enhanced reliability, which results from high stability, is extremely important when dealing
with fuzes. Semiconductor fabricatio~ a mainstream global technology, provides an
inherent cost advantage over the small technological base for manufacturing gas and
vacuum switches. Finally, a digital logic gate can directly drive a semiconductor switch,
reducing cost and improving reliability.

The development of power-semiconductor switches is being driven by the needs of
the electrical-power industry. To date, however, the semiconductor switches have not
been optimized for capacitor-discharge circuits. For the control of electric power, turn-off
of a switch when a large current is flowing is a more important issue than switch turn-on.
Heat dissipation is a major problem for power control, but in a fuze the duty cycle is
negligible. In a capacitor-discharge circuit, minimization of switch inductance and
maximization of peak-current capability are the dominant considerations that govern
package design. As this technology matures, MCT switches that are optimized for
capacitordischarge circuits will eventually become available.

Ongoing work to develop other high-speed power semiconductors may eventually
provide alternatives to the MCT. One company is developing a high-speed thyristor,g and
another company is improving the speed of the power metal oxide semiconductor field-
effect transistor (MOSFET). 10Although we have tested several other semiconductors,
these switches are not included in this report. Currently, the MCT is so superior to the
other semiconductors that it would be pointless to include these other devices.

MCT Overview

Harris Semiconductor Corporation developed the MCT, with the majority of
funding from the Office of Naval Research.ll In November 1998, however, the MCT
technology was transferred to Silicon Power Corporation. The primary application of the
MCT is electrical-power control. Each MCT switch consists of tens of thousands of unit
cells connected in paralleL Each unit cell consists of a thyristor and a pair of
complementary MOSFETS, one for turn-on and the other for turn-off (see Figure 32). The
MCT comes in two complementary versions, a P-MCT and an N-MCT. The MCT prefix
identies the turn-on MOSFET. In the P-M~, a P-MOSFET turns on the device. In an
N-MCT, an N-MOSFET turns on the device. For capacitor-discharge circuits, the N-
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MCT is preferred because it offers faster turn-on. We tested N-MCT switches in two
packages: a standard TO-218 plastic package and a proprietary low-inductance package,
the thin pack. The latter package provides the better performance. All the data in this
report was taken from either size-8 die (400 rnil by 600 roil) mounted in a thin pack or
size-6 die (260 mil by 390 nil) mounted in a TO-218 package.
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Figure 32. N-MCT Diagram. The electricalequivalentof a unitcell consistsof a thyristor
(represented by a two-transistormodel) that iscoupledto a P-MOSFET for turn-off and to an
N-MOSFET for turn-on. One die typicallycontainsmany tens of thousandsof unit cells. In the
thin-pack package, striplineconnectionsare directlysolderedto the die, thereby avoiding
small bond wires. This greatly enhances high-peak-currenttolerance and simultaneously
lowers switch inductance.

N-MCT Stability

At a constant temperature, a semiconductor has excellent stability that is unmatched
by gas or vacuum switches. This stability is readily demonstrated by a two-month pulse-
life test on an N-MCT that spanned 274,000 shots. The N-MCT switch discharged a
0.4 pF capacitor at 1200 V to produce a ringing current pulse with an 8.1 kA peak
current. Figures 33 and 34 are histograms of the TAD and of the peak current for the fiist
1000 shots and the last 1000 shots. There is no significant difference between the
beginning and the end of the test. Furthermore, the precision of test instruments (8-bit
digitizer sampling at a 2 ns interval) is comparable to the data variance, and much of the
variance in Figures 33 and 34 can be attributed to instrument limitations.
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Figure 33. TAD Histogram. The switchingdelay of the N-MCT was stable thi
shot pulse-lifetest. The switchdischargeda 0.4 PF capacitor charged to 1200
ringingcurrent pulse. The TAD histogramsof the first 1000 shots and the last
appreciable difference. The digitizersampled at a 2 ns interval, and much of tt
related to test equipment limitsas opposedto intrinsicN-MCT timing jitter.
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Figure 34. Peak Current Temperature. The peak current also has no apprw
beginningto the end of the 274,000-shot pulse-lifetest. The digitizingresolutic
80A, and much of the current deviationis a result of test equipment resolution
switchperformance.

Semiconductors are often sensitive to temperature variations. I
MCT was the only component inside the temperature charnbe~ eveq
at room temperature. We fried the N-MCT ten times at each temperi
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-60°C to +lOO°Ctemperature range. Figure 35 shows TAD versus temperature, and
Figure 36 shows peak current versus temperature. The small TAD shift with temperature,
about 0.04 nsflC, is insignificant for most applications. The peak current decreased with
increasing temperature; but the total change was modes~ about a 10% drop between
-60°C and +1OO”C.The stability of the N-MCT switch was excellent, and it should be
adequate for most fuze applications.
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Figure 35. TAD versus Temperature. Over the temperature range of-60°Cto+100”C, the TAD shift
isonly 10 ns. The switchdischargeda 0.2 IJFcapacitorcharged to 1000 V. This level of timing stability
is excellent and is sufficientto meet most fuze requirements.
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Figure 36. Peak Current versus Temperature. Over the temperature range of -60°C to +1OO°C,
the peak current decreases by 10%. Most of the currentdegradationoccurs at the high temperatures:
+60”Cto+100”C. This data comes from the same test as in Figure 35.
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N=IVICTLeakage

We measured the leakage current of an N-MCT from --60”Cto +1OO”Cat a constant
1000 V bias (see Figure 37). At temperatures greater than O“C,the current increases
exponent.idly. If we were to extrapolate the leakage current up to 200”C, the switch
would undoubtedly fail from thermal runaway (0.08 A leakage or 80 W at 1 kV). The N-
MCT is not well suited for operation much above 100”C.Going toward cold
temperatures, the leakage current does not drop much below 10 nA. The Ieakage current
as a function of bias voltage is shown in Figure 38. We did not go above 1400 V because
this N-MCT breaks down somewhere around 1500 V.

100 ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 37. Leakage Current versus Temperature. For O°Cand higher,the leakage current increases
exponentiallywith temperature, as expected for a p-n junction.For temperatures less than O“C,we would
assume some alternative leakage path beginsto dominate over the p-n junction,keeping the leakage close
to 10 nA.
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Figure 38. Leakage Current versus Voltage. The leakage current of the N-MCT is not a linear function of
bias voltage. This particulardevice had a breakdownvoltagearound 1500 V therefore, we limited the bias
voltage in this test to 1400 V.

Gate Protection

The gates of semiconductors are vulnerable to damage in capacitor-discharge circuits
that produce very high dI/dt. Three major problems need to be considered: (1) uniform
turn-on of the entire die, (2) premature turn-off caused by the main discharge curren~ and
(3) gate breakdown caused by main discharge current. If a small region of the die carries a
disproportionately large cumen~ localized heating may damage the switch. This type of
damage arises when the trigger fails to uniformly turn on the entire die. A low-impedance
high-slew-rate trigger will mitigate this problem by causing the switch to transition from
turn-off to turn-on as rapidly as possible. The second and third problems are caused by
stray inductance that is common to the trigger loop and to the main-discharge loop. The
preferable solution is to minimize this common inductance, but it cannot be completely
eliminated. Driven by the high dI/dt of the main current pulse, the common stray
inductance induces an additional current through the trigger loop. For some switches, the
leading edge of the discharge current induces a current that tends to turn off the switch,
possibly causing switch failure. In other switches, the induced current may lead to
excessive gate voltage and possibly gate breakdown.

To illustrate these problems, we fired an N-MCT with a low-impedance, high-slew-
rate trigger circuit (see Figure 39). A current-viewing transformer directly measured the
gate current, but we calculated the gate voltage by integrating the gate current. There are
several noteworthy observations (see Figure 40). The gate current is highly asymmetric,
i.e., mostly positive. The silicon-controlled rectitler (SCR) in the trigger circuit readily
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conducts current only in one direction switch turn-on. The SCR is benefici
premature switch turn-off. On the other hand, the SCR is detrimental with
excessive gate voltage. In this ringing circuit, the voltage ratchets up to 50
the +15 V trigger supply voltage. The SCR readily allows the gate to chaq
voltages, but it does not tiow the gate to readiIy discharge. At 50 V, the g
danger of breakdown (gate rated at 20 V).

-15 v
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optically
tr”~ered
GA-201 SCR
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Figure 39. N-MCT Trigger Circuit. This triggercircuit illustratesthe use of resistors
gate. With no added resistance(jumper A), the trigger-slew rate is high, but the main
induces large currentflows inthe trigger loop. By adding 47 Q of resistance (jumper E
slew rate is low, but the main discharge pulse only induces negligiblecurrentflows.
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Figure 40. Gate Overvoltage in Low-impedance Trigger Circuit. This figure show
consequences of selecting the low-impedance option (jumper A in Figure 39). [Note th
SCR favors currentflowing inthe forward direction.]The negative portionsof the ringi
circuit are effective in drivingthe gate voltage higher, but the positiveportionsof the ti
discharge circuitare ineffectivein drivingthe gate voltage lower. Thus, the gate voitag
to 50 V, placingthe gate in imminentdanger of breakdown.
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Adding 47 Q of resistance in the trigger loop eliminates the gate overvoltage
problem (see Figure 41). The added resistance reduces the trigger slew-rate at the turn-on
threshold from 180 V/ps to 8 V/ps, and the trigger current induced by dI/dt is reduced by
a factor of 10 (compare Figures 42 and 43). The anode current did not change. The gate
voltage now asymptotically approaches +15 V, and the anode current produces only minor
perturbations of the gate voltage. We fued the N-MCT with even higher resistance in the
trigger circuits and determined that the N-MCT works well if the gate slew rate exceeds
1 V/ps. A possible disadvantage is that TAD increases from about 100 ns to well over
1 ps going from the low-resistance to the high-resistance tigger circuit.
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Figure 41. Gate Protected in High-impedance Trigger Circuit. The resistance of the trigger
circuit is increased by the additionof 47 Q (jumper B in Figure 39). At the price of a much
longerTAD, the gate voltage remains below 15 V, a safe limit.Note the difference in time and
voltage scales between Figures40 and 41.
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Summary

Table 1 is a qualitative comparison of the three switch technologies. Although the N-
MCT is currently the only viable semiconductor switch, alternative semiconductors may
eventually be developed. The numbers in Table 1 are intended to be rough approximations
and should not be construed as precise values.

Table 1. Switch Comparisons

Semiconductor Switches
Property Gas Switches Vacuum Switches (N-MCT)
Pulse-Lte Limited Limited Unlimited, tested to

100s to 1000s of shots 100s to 1000s of shots 50 million @ 8 kA
Timing 10 ns difficutt 10 ns difficult 2 ns @ fixed temperature
accuracy 50 to 100 ns typioal’ 50 to 100 ns typical 10 ns @ -60”C to +1OO”C
Stabiiitv Possiblefirst-shoteffect Possiblefirst-shoteffeot Excellent

I Gas scavengedby arc I Possibleresidualgas I
Aging effect; - Agingeffects -

Operating 1000 V to 5000 V typical 1000 V to 5000 V typical Less than 1200 V
voltage
Peak current Up to 10 kA typical** Up to 10 kA typical** 20 IcAfor 400x 600 mil die.
capability

. .

Temperature -60”C to above +200”C -60°C to above +200°C -60”c to +1Oo”c
cost $5 to $200 for switch $50 to $500 for switch $5 to $40 for switch

plus trigger circuit plustrigger circuit no dedicated trigger circuit
Abuse*** High High Low
tolerance
Radiation Low High Low
tolerance
Trigger 1 kV or greater pulse 100 V or greater pulse Logic gate compatible
requirements
Leakage <1 nA at operatin9 voita9e c 1 nA at operatingVOlta9e About 10 nA at 23°C

* dependsonhowdose the operating voltage approachestheSBV
●* depends on required shot life and size of tube
‘- examples of abuseindude reversebias,anods-cathde ovswoltsge,triggerovervoltage

All the switches were fried in the same test circuit to compare their switching
performance. Peak current and dI/dt are plotted for several switches in Figures 42 and 43
at 1 kV and 3 kV, respectively. To put the data into proper perspective, we also plotted
the theoretical peak current and dI/dt for a perfect switch (no inductance, no resistance,
instantaneous turn-on) given the RLC of the test circuit (20 rnQ, 3.6 nH, 0.2 pF).
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Figure 42. Switching Performance at 1000 V. We compared switchingperformance
by plottingpeak current and di/dt. All switcheswere fired at 1000 V in the same test
circuit (i.e., RLC of 0.02 Q, 3.6 nH, and 0.2 IJF in the absence of a switch). The

Performance of a theoreticallyoerfect switchwas calculated assumirma switchwith zero
~esistance,zero inductance,and instantaneousturn-on.
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Figure 43. Switching Performance at 3000 V. This figure is the same as Figure 42 except
that the operating voltagewas at 3 kV. We did nottest any semiconductorswitches at 3 kV.

For the switches in Figures 42 and 43, Table 2 gives their inductance, turn-on time,
and resistance. The resistance is defined as the value at peak current. We defined turn-on
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time as the time for the resistance to drop from 1$2 to 0.1 Q. Turn-(
depend on the operating voltage, but inductance is independent of o~

Table 2. Switch Inductance, Turn-On Time, and Re

Switch @lkV @lkV @
Gas, hybrid switch 56 100

Gas, GP466, xenon fill, EG&G 4.3 73 1m-l

Gas, GP466, nitrogenfill, EG&G I 4.4 1 51 I 75 I
Gas. TA3.8. CP Clare 6.2––,
Vacuum, IV’ARC, Reynolds Industries I 3.6 I 33 I 60 I
Vacuum. TVG6. EEV 2.0 18 40

1 AVj a.a

.._.Jre 1.6 ,
~8, TP—- -------- . . . . . . . . . . . _—.. 0.5 Ii I 2;

Semiconductor, N-MCT, size 6, TO-21 8 2.5 12 7
Semiconductor. N-MCT. size 8. TP 0.5 11 I 10 I

VCWUUI I I, oa uia UGaIg I I I Q.a i

Vacuum, Sandia design (0.1 tow ‘-’ 3- 5 28
Vacuum, Sandia design, rniniatu Q 15

Semiconductor. P-MCT. size

L . inductance of the switch
T = time for resistance todropfrom 1 S2to0.1 Q
R = resistance at peak current

The market for fast-closing, low-inductance switches is at a cro
gas switches have long dominated capacitor-discharge applications, t
has emerged with switching performance equal to the best vacuums
momen~ the MCT is limited to 1200 V operation; but switches oper:
range are possible, and efforts are being made to fabricate higher voll
Currently, the MCT is not a developed commercial product but the 1
of semiconductor switches over vacuum and gas switches are tremen
manufacturing base of the MCT is a MOSFET fabrication line, a glol
technology consequently, the MCT will have a large cost advantage
vacuum switches. A solid-state switch does not wear OULand its stab
that of gas and vacuum switches. Unlimited pulse-life will open new
could not be done with gas or vacuum switches. Fuze applications, ~
long pulse-life, will benefit flom increased reliability. We believe thal
solid-state switch are overwhehning, and the real issue is “when” ratt
semiconductor switch will take over much of the capacitordischarge

Despite the many advantages of a semiconductor switch, there:
which vacuum and gas switches will remain unchallenged by sernicol
foreseeable future: (1) high-temperature operation, (2) low-leakage c
(3) radiation hardness (vacuum only). The leakage current of a semic
exponentially with temperature, and a semiconductor switch is proba’
100°C, unless new semiconductors such as silicon carbide become pr
temperature limit on a vacuum or gas switch is the braze temperatm
tube. The braze temperature can be as high as 1000”Cfor some switc
an open circui~ the leakage current of gas and vacuum switches is ml
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at operating voltage. In the case of vacuum switches, they do not reach 1 nA of leakage
current until voltage is several times greater than the nominaI operating voltage.
Furthermore, the vacuum switch is inherently radiation hardened that, is, there is no
significant amount of ionizable matter within the anode-cathode gap. To the extent that
there axe applications where high temperature, low leakage, or radiation hardness are the
preeminent concerns, vacuum and gas switches will continue to have a niche market.
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